
Item no.: 376731

MC-992 - Bespannte Motorleinwand

from 196,47 EUR
Item no.: 376731

shipping weight: 6.40 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
Screen with built-in electric motor, controlled by remote control (radio transmission! not infrared, guarantees high performance) and by wall controller. Possibility to use 4:3, 16:9 or
any other aspect ratio. When the screen is rolled out, suspended in the light of a window, we get a blackout of the room. A sturdy weight bar ensures proper tensioning of the
projection surface.On the side edges of the screen are placed tension, so that the screen surface is taut and free of undulations. This solution guarantees a perfectly flat screen
surface.The screen is made of fireproof material, which guarantees high quality and safe use! The applied projection surface - Matt White provides an excellent visual experience of
projected images, both movies and presentations. Recommended for home theaters, as well as for presentation rooms, training rooms, classrooms. Can be used with strong
lighting, located at the back of the screen. Reflectance G = 1.0. As standard, the screen is made with a black border.Specifications- Screen size: 100"- Video surface: 200 x 150 cm-
Cassette dimensions: 231 x 10 x 13 cm- Screen type - suspended ceiling/wall- Type of surface Matt White- Electric motor- Full remote control by remote control (radio
transmission)- Side tensioning to guarantee perfectly flat screen surface- Smooth adjustment, when unrolling from the cassette the screen can be stopped in any position- Matt
White surface type- Reflectance 1,0 G- Solid steel case- Power cord length: from screen to controller: 1 m; from the controller to the plug: 1.09 m- Power cord routed from the right
side of the cassette (facing the screen)The set includes- Maclean Premium MC-992 100" electric screen with tension.- Remote control- Wall controller- Manufacturer's packaging-
Proof of purchaseFeatures- Screen type - ceiling/wall mounted- Video surface: 200 x 150 cm- Cartridge dimensions: 231 x 10 x 13 cm- Possibility to use 4:3, 16:9 aspect ratio-
Electric motor- Side tensioning to guarantee a perfectly flat screen surface- Electrically rolled out - smooth adjustment, when rolled out from the cassette the screen can be stopped
in any position- Full remote control by remote control (radio transmission)- Stylish controller and receiver- Viewing angle 180 degrees- Matt White surface type- Reflectance of 1.0
G- Elegant white cartridge made of metal, which increases the durability of the screen, protecting it from damage and dust
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